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A Facebook-connected site, RentChimp makes it extremely easy
to  find  apartments  to  rent  just  anywhere  you  are  situated,  or

anywhere  you are  planning  to  move  into  in  the  near  future.  And the  one  truly
remarkable  aspect  of  the  whole  application  is  that  since  Facebook  is  used  to
authenticate who you are, then you are enabled to bring your whole social graph
along for the ride. All your friends will be able to tell you what they think about any
apartment that you are considering renting. And by being able to weigh the pros
and cons of it in such a social way, you are ultimately being enabled to make much
sounder decisions.

Ads by Google

2 Bedroom Apartments
You Need a 2-Bedroom Apartment.See 1,000s of Rentals at Oodle Now!
Apartments.Oodle.com

Apartments for Rent
Search Thousands of Apts. for Freeby Area, Price, Bedrooms, & More!
www.ApartmentGuide.com

Other than that, all the obvious features that apartment search websites always have
are included here - you are enabled to save all the flats that look interesting, and
have them compared side to side at a later date. Plus, you can set down automated
alerts when any apartment that suits your specific criteria becomes available,  so
that you are saved the hassle of doing manual searches over and over again.
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Ads by Google

Short Term Apartments
Stay in Comfort & Style withHandpicked Short Stay Apartments! www.onefinestay.com/short-
term-apts

Cheap Homes For Rent
Find 2-4 Bedroom Homes AvailableFor Just $300/month. View Now!
www.rentsavers.com/HousesForRent

There is no need to have at your desk, or tote around, a notepad full of scribbles
related to your apartment search. Make RentChimp your new web app and leave the
pen and paper for calligraphy lessons. Finding an apartment is hard. We try to make
it easier.

Simply because it lets you find apartments in half the time it would take by other
means - you can ask your Facebook friends for their opinion, and also do automated
searches.
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